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SHINN HOUSE CLOSED AND ALL EVENTS CANCELLED

By order of the City of Fremont, All public buildings are closed until further notice and this
includes historic houses. When we reopen, we will have a new normal at least until there is a
vaccine for the Corona Virus and most of the population has been inoculated. We may be forced
to take everyone’s temperature before entering the house, both guests and docents and we will
probably have to maintain social distancing of 6 feet plus wear face masks. Due to the small size
of most of the rooms we may be limited to only 2 or 3 guests. We have not heard from the City
of Fremont what they will require before we can re-open. Most of our docents are in the high risk
age bracket so we do have to think about them as well as the general public and we may choose to
have our events outside which seems to be safer. We will let everyone know what the City is going
to allow us to do and how they wants us to manage this pandemic.
For nearly six centuries, scientists have been documenting the plants and fungi of the world
through herbaria. The wealth of specimens available today, carefully preserved through the
centuries, is a unique source of data that not only helps scientists understand how the world’s
vegetation has changed over time, but also
allows them to predict how it will change in
the future.
In Herbarium, soon to be published by Timber
Press, Barbara M. Thiers—Vice President
and the Patricia K. Holmgren Director of
The New York Botanical Garden’s Steere
Herbarium—shares the fascinating history
of herbaria and the important role they
play in our modern world. In it she explains
how recent innovations that allow us to see
things at both the molecular level and on
a global scale can be applied to herbaria
specimens, helping us address some of the
most critical problems facing the world today,
and spotlighting humanity’s better impulse to
save things—not just for ourselves, but for
generations to come.
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Janet found the moss specimens in the basement when she
went down there to make sure that the basement was not
flooded after a water leak. And that she found the box of moss
specimens in a Macy’s box with dates from 1850s-1860s
stamped with Jaeger Herbarium. Janet went to this website
“https://sciweb.nybg.org/science2/Bryology.asp.html” and
contacted Barbara Theirs. There is a lot of information on this
website.
Hi
I volunteer at an historic house in the San Francisco Bay Area.
These sheets are in our basement. I have no idea why and was
wondering if this is something that should be reunited with
its mother collection. I found your website and thought you
would know their significance.
Thank you,
Janet Barton
“Thiers, Barbara” <bthiers@nybg.org>
Subject: Re: Moss collection from basement
Date: January 11, 2021 at 2:19:55 PM PST
Hi Janet,
Thanks so much for contacting me! I am quite surprised to
see this, and cannot imagine how the specimens came to be in
an historic house in the Bay Area! The Jaeger Herbarium, that
is, the collections made by a German botanist named August
Jaeger (1842-1877)who specialized in mosses. His herbarium
was purchased after his death by Columbia University, and in
1895, the Columbia University herbarium was transferred to
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the brand-new New York Botanical Garden.
It does not sound that the specimens are being cared for
according to best practices for collections care, and obviously
as they are currently stored, they are not accessible to the
scientific community. I believe very definitely that these
specimens should be re-united with the rest of the Jaeger
herbarium.
Do you think there would be any interest in returning the
specimens to us? We would happily reimburse for the
postage. We would likely write an article for publication on
the collection.
Could you let me know how much material there is, and also
the name of the historic house? I grew up in San Francisco,
so I might know it.
Again, thanks so much for contacting me!
Barbara
Dr. Barbara M. Thiers
Vice President
Patricia K. Holmgren Director
William and Lynda Steere Herbarium
The New York Botanical Garden
President Elect, American Society of Plant Taxonomists
(ASPT)
Past President, Society for the Preservation of Natural History
Collections (SPNHC)
Editor,   Index Herbariorum
2900 Southern Blvd.
Bronx, NY 10458
Download:
The Worlds Herbaria Annual Report    
Index Herbariorum Registration Form
Index Herbariorum Registration Form Example

Ernst Hampe are especially important, since the primary
herbarium of deposit of types of species described by
Müller, the Botanischer Garten und Botanisches Museum
Berlin-Dahlem Berlin (B), was destroyed during World
War II. The second of the herbaria incorporated at the
founding of the institution was the moss herbarium of
Coe F. Austin (1831-1880), one of North America’s first
bryologists, who made extensive collections in New
Jersey and southern New York State. The Garden’s single
largest bryological acquisition was the purchase in 1906
of the herbarium of William Mitten (1819-1906), which
consisted of approximately 50,000 specimens of mosses
and hepatics from all continents of the world. Mitten
served unofficially as bryologist for the Royal Botanic
Gardens at Kew and had free access to the bryophyte
collections from the many botanical expeditions
sponsored by the British Government in the 19th century.
Mitten’s 72 publications described over one thousand
new species based on the collections made on some of
the most famous 19th century scientific expeditions: J.D.
Hooker’s collections made in southern South America,
Australia, New Zealand and other south temperate
areas on the Antarctic voyage of H.M. discovery ships
Erebus and Terror (1839-1843) and his exploration of the
Himalayan region with Thomas Thompson from 18471851; Richard Spruce’s collections from his 15 years
of botanical collecting in South America (1849-1864);
collections by I. B. Balfour, Mungo Park and Gustav
Mann from Africa; and collections by Allan Cunningham
and Ferdinand von Mueller from Australia and New
Zealand, and David Douglas and Charles Lyall from
North America. A relatively small number of collections
by Charles Darwin on the voyage of the Beagle are also
included. In 1945 the Garden acquired the herbarium of
Princeton University. Bryologically this was important
because of the collections of Per Karl Hjalmar Dusén
(1855-1926) from southern Argentina and Chile and the
collections of J. B. Hatcher, identified by Dusén, from
the Princeton University Expeditions to Patagonia in
1896-1899. In 1968 the Arctic bryophytes of Stanford
University (4580 specimens) were transferred to NY
when Steere, previously Dean of the Graduate School
at Stanford, moved to NY to take over the directorship.
Additional bryophyte herbaria acquired include
University of Kansas (1969), Florida State University
(1973) DePauw University (1986) and Wellesley College
(1988). A more comprehensive list of the major collectors
represented in the herbarium is also available.

Dr. Barbara M. Thiers

Bryophytes (mosses, hepatics and hornworts) are small,
terrestrial, photosynthetic, spore-bearing plants in which
the gametophyte (haploid) generation is dominant.
Bryophytes are important pioneers on rock or disturbed
sites and they help create soil conditions amenable to the
establishment of larger plants. They also provide habitats
in their colonies for smaller organisms such as algae,
cyanobacteria and small animals. Bryophytes are most
profuse in tropical rainforests and boreal forests, where
they may form a significant proportion of the biomass.
The moisture that is held in the large, often festooning
mats of bryophytes contributes significantly to the
ambient humidity in such habitats.
THE WILLIAM C. STEERE BRYOPHYTE
HERBARIUM
The nucleus is the Columbia University herbarium,
which already contained two important bryophyte
components when it came to NYBG in 1895. One was
the herbarium of August Jaeger (1842-1877), which
contained about 12,500 specimens of mosses, the
basis for a series of articles by Jaeger (and later F. W.
Sauerbeck) that reviewed all known moss species. The
Jaeger Herbarium contains duplicates of type specimens
described by a range of other 19th century bryologists;
its holdings of specimens described by Carl Müller and
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Picture taken 5-12-2018

Joan Butler was showing people through the Shinn house after Christmas and thought the bed in the
Redwood Room looked different. On investigation it appears that some unknown person “borrowed” the
mattress from the bed in the Redwood room. They put the quilt back on the bed but under neath the quilt is
just base springs and no mattress and no pillows. It is hard to see but the quilt is about 5 inches lower than
usual because of the missing mattress. Al contacted the City of Fremont and told them what happened and
they were going to check all of the access areas to see if there was any way someone could have gotten in and
“borrowed” the mattress. We asked them to change the locks but they were reluctant to do that because of the
number of keys that would have to be replaced.

Fremont Establishing Urban Forest
Management Plan
On May 7, 2019, CAL FIRE awarded the City of
Fremont a grant in the amount of $860,000 under
the Prop 68 Urban Forest Management Activities
Grant Program. As part of the program, recipients
are required to work to reduce net greenhouse gas
(GHG) emissions.
In September 2020, Fremont completed a citywide
tree inventory and canopy assessment of Fremont’s
approximately 80,000 public and street trees.
Based on its findings, the City is now focused on
establishing an Urban Forest Management Plan to
identify a long-term solution to enhance the Fremont
urban forest with meaningful and achievable goals.
The purpose of completing the Urban Forest
Management Plan is to create a thriving urban forest;
make recommendations on planning, policy, and
procedures to achieve targeted Urban Forestry goals,
reduction of GHG emissions, management methods,
and stakeholder opinions; and to increase community
outreach opportunities to engage with residents.
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California Sycamore

(To finish the letter of Milicent to Mr. Johnson that we started
in the October 2020 issue of “The Mission Peak Reporter”). A
recap of the first part of the letter, dated Niles Nov. 7th, 1890.
Mr. Warren Cheney, a classmate of mine in college, was the
object, nearly eight years ago, of a newspaper assault so
overwhelming, so unaccountably fierce & bitter that though it
was in the main undeserved, it has made it impossible for Cheney
to sign his own name since.
Mr. Phelps, who was then conducting a magazine called the
Californian. Phelps told Cheney he would employ Cheney to take
charge of the magazine while he was absent some months in the
East.
Well Phelps offered Cheney a quarter interest for $2,000, telling
him it was paying $200 a month. It wasn’t paying at all, though,
and Phelps had got as far as his credit would go, with his
expenditure in going East.
Well, I was young and foolish and altruistic then too – not much
older than Cheney. And I was not doing anything in particular,
and Prof. Sill’s wishing me to try my hand at this had much
weight.
An examination showed the magazine could meet its monthly
mechanical expenses, if nothing went out for salaries or writers.
So Cheney said he would manage it gratuitously till the end of the
year, and I said I would edit it the same way, and the others said
they would write.
Before signing it, Phelps went out to lunch, and an hour or two
later, returned and signed it. The next day, going out to collect
in the credits named in Phelps’s memorandum, Cheney found
that he had employed the interval in collecting them himself. He
had drawn his salary promptly all along as the books showed.
Cheney came down from a lumber room where Phelps had kept
things with a handful of charred checks he had found in the
fireplace. They were dated the very day Phelps told Cheney there
was no more money or credit and went off camping, drawn in
Phelps’s hand, on the Californian account, to his butcher, his
tailor and a furniture and carpet house. He had furnished his
house very prettily that spring, and they had given a literary
dinner and reception.

found, and so of course we could not take the Overland rights
till we knew whether we were going to find it. But presently
we began to feel a chill breath affecting advertisers, etc. and
found it came from Phelps’s telling everyone that the reason he
left the magazine was because it was a hopeless undertaking:
it would suspend in a few months. Somebody sent me with an
introduction to talk to B.B. Redding. I guess you don’t know
who he was: there was no one else in this State just like him – at
once so interested in literature and science and education, and
so candid and approachable, and yet in the councils of the great
railroad men and a name of financial weight. “I know what you
want,” he said. “You want me to go in there and ask Stanford and
Crocker for money.”
“I don’t, Mr. Redding,” I said. “I want you to get the situation
exactly, and then do what you yourself honestly think is best.”
“Well, I will tell you,” he said. “If I should go through that
door now, or tomorrow or next month, and ask the directors for
$25,000 I shouldn’t get a cent. But it isn’t because Stanford
and Crocker are stingy. They are willing to give money if they
are sure it isn’t going to be thrown away: and they haven’t time
enough, nor interest enough in literature to study the matter and
find out whether it is going to be. They don’t care for literature:
they think I’m a sort of literary crank, but excuse it because I’m
a good land commissioner. So they suspect my judgment at
the first flash, as a part of my literary nonsense; yet in the long
run, by watching my time, I can bring them to share it.” And
he related how he had got some $20,000 for the Academy of
Sciences, by taking the opportunity to “rub in [?] some interest
of Crocker’s in a newspaper statement of Pasteur’s sheep cholera
(wasn’t it?) researches - so many millions saved to France,
you know, by what seemed a chemist’s impractical potterings.
“Now I will tell you what to do: go back downtown and accept
Carmany’s offer; announce the revival of the Overland, and stop
the injurious talk; give your services for one year, and get Cheney
to give his for one year and the writers to give theirs – I will write
and I will ask others to write; show a longer subscription list
at the end of the year – I will subscribe, and I will ask other to
subscribe; and show a better magazine. Can you do that?”
I said “Yes.” I knew we could.

Now back to the letter from Milicent to Mr. Johnson.

“Meanwhile, I will watch my opportunity, and with these things,
if you can do them, to show, I will get you the money. You may
count on it.”

We were both of us tremendously impressed with the turpitude
of all this – it was a very new idea to us. I should never have got
into the tangle, but more out of a Yankee habit and instinct of
caution than because I should have really thought anybody meant
to cheat me. But it staggered Cheney profoundly.

I went downtown and to Mr. Irving Scott’s office. You know
who he is – the iron man and ship builder. I asked him what he
thought. He said, “If B.B. Redding said that to you, you may
count it the same as if you had the money. I would have the
announcements of the revival of the Overland out tomorrow.”

Before this, as soon as he heard I was going into it, Mr. Carmany
sent word that if I stayed with it, he would give me the old
Overland copyrights, which the Californian had tried in vain to
get. Everybody said “take them” but Prof. Sill and I, who, being
poets, had the credit of the least business caution: we said
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we were not going on after December unless capital was

That day Carmany signed the papers, and we consolidated the
magazines, and that week we had announcements out, and were
thoroughly committed to go on. And one morning Mr. Redding,
not having felt very well, did not start early for the office, but lay
on the lounge talking to his wife of the Overland, his interest
in it and his certainty of getting the money, and then remarked

that he felt better and would go to the office, rose and walked
toward the door and fell dead on the floor before he reached it.

telegraphic Associated Press dispatch – then the New York
Tribune with about three columns – editorial and contributed
on the subject. I never have understood it, Mr. Johnson, - I
can hardly believe there was no hand to push the thing from
behind; for why should one thing of that sort, away out here,
take columns of a great paper? I do not understand why there
should not have been a certain consideration to the fact of its
being the first issue of a worthy magazine, revived after great
difficulties, and a disposition to say a little less instead of greatly
more than usual about it. You have had worse things happen,
and I have since, myself, twice, but there was no such flame of
zeal for the honesty of literature and the crushing of the sinner.
I have been told that Mr. Phelps called Mr. Stedman’s attention
to the sentences, and that Mr. Winter [?] wrote the articles – or
that Phelps wrote the article and Winter the editorial, with Mr.
Stedman’s knowledge and sanction. I have no idea if this is
true, or how anyone here heard it. It was followed up by a most
malicious and injurious letter from San Francisco about us. If
Phelps did have any hand in it, his only motive could have been
to destroy Cheney’s power as an accuser; for Cheney had never
spoken one word of resentment to him – keeping. In fact, his
illusions till after Phelps had gone East.

I have to put and in all this to explain about Cheney. We had to
go ahead then, and we talked it over, among the literary people,
and Mr. Irving Scott, and planned to bring out the first number
with a good deal of eclat, and use the flush of it to interest
someone with capital: and Mr. Scott gave a very pretty and
pleasant literary dinner to celebrate the issue of the first number.
It was a great success, and the speaking was unusually good, and
as we were meeting mechanical expenses, and even making small
gains on Phelps’s old debts, and had a good deal of good matter
promised, we seemed well in shape to keep going nicely while we
looked for money.
Bret Harte, as you can imagine, had curtly refused to give us
anything for the first number: but we had to have something
about him in it. Now in the Phelps days, Cheney had in addition
to his other work sat up nights to write things when they were
short – one whole serial among other things – and he had at
Phelps’s wish begun an analytical essay on Harte – that is he had
collected a notebook full of material but had made no draft of the
paper. He had been so overwhelmingly busy since the collapse
and later struggle (I can’t begin to tell you how we did struggle
and work in those days) that he had not touched it: but he said
now he would take it up and write it out from his notes. So in the
midst of an awful pressure it was done: most of it was written in
the printing office, the printers taking the sheets as Cheney wrote
them out, from a medley of suggestions, half-drafted sentences,
etc., in his notes. Of course I was knowing [?] to all this at the
time, even to the seeing the chaotic state of his notes, taken six
months before.
Well, you remember that when the first number of the Overland
reached the East; someone detected that a number of sentences
in this essay (about half a dozen if I remember right, though
of course they could be increased to a much larger number by
such parallelisms as those of the Bacon-Shakespeare [??]) were
modeled unmistakably upon certain of Mr. Stedman’s. Whether
in the haste and terrible strain of work in which he took up his
notes after six months, he simply confused some memoranda of
sentences, jotted down according to his habit – a habit within my
knowledge – from Stedman for suggestions, with sentences of
his own put down to be used, as he was half disposed to believe
himself was the case when he became able to think clearly again;
or whether he simply had no idea of any particular impropriety
in thus modeling from another man – as I am inclined to think – I
do not know. Mr. Stedman cannot imagine that that could be the
state of a man’s literary conscience. Yet Milton [?] did it without
the smallest idea of wrong: it is essentially a modern example [?]
that makes word and phrase and cast of a sentence so sacredly
patented to the originator. It seems to me the most natural thing
in the world that Cheney – self-trained as he was – came to letters
as naively as Milton did in that matter, and had never dreamed
that he did any wrong in re-casting Stedman’s sentences to his
subject where one fitted it specially happily.
At all events, instead of greetings from the East, just came a
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I think from the first there was a certain jealous and unpleasant
feeling toward us in San Francisco newspaperdom and Bohemia
– partly on my account – I was not only a young woman,
but a college woman, and reserved and exclusive in making
acquaintance; and partly because Cheney was nothing of a
Bohemian, and had not made friends among them at all – a
steadily working, penny-saving boy, going straight home at night
to May, and all that. But there was more to it. There is a set
here, about our papers – clever, worthless fellows, some of them
drift from London, all with Parisian ideas of life and letters, who made the Argonaut, and have been since the old Overland
was killed largely by them, building up their idea of a truly
Californian school of writing – viz., a clever and demoralizing
imitation Parisian. Demoralizing I mean not only socially, but
in a literary way: it surely ruins the writer or the journal, for it is
not honest writing – but it sells. Oh, I could show you if you were
here: the Argonaut shows it, - a clubman’s taste. Why, you can’t
imagine how I found the younger writers permeated with the idea
that that was the way they must write to be acceptable when I
began. “A fresh, bold, Californian flavor,” Pixley [?] called it –
the decayed cynicism of Paris sifted through San Francisco clubs!
Girl as I was, and precious little as I knew of Parisian literature,
I knew that was what it was when first I took the magazine; and
I had to fight it from the first. I’ve accomplished some change
in San Francisco about that, but if the Overland were to collapse,
it would all drop back to where it was, for I am the only one
that stands against it. Why young girls who didn’t know what
evil means, really got themselves into scrapes trying to write as
advised “a little off,” without knowing why. But I don’t mean
only that being “off” was considered the thing, - I mean that a
clever, cynical, sneering, insincere vein was the one admired and
imitated. But however they felt about the Overland, Bohemia
was a little impressed by the kindly, pleasant, successful way in
which we began, and the newspapers were just on the balance
whether to be proud of and help us or treat us with jealousy and
suspicions (I suppose you can’t understand that attitude of

papers toward a magazine – almost like that of politicians toward
“…
literary fellows”; but there is much of it here.)

some instance of misstatement, never thought of as blameworthy
before, to be a witness of falsehood against him.

Well, when the Tribune got here, it decided it. If you know who
Ambrose Bierce is, you know what it means when I say he led
off. Why, you have no idea! Your experience with our press was
a gentle Zephyr to it. They were at Cheney’s throat like wild
beasts. Day after day – columns – from Siskiyou to San Diego,
for the country papers follow the city ones. Every possible
form of derision and taunt. Somebody said “a Cheneyism”
would be a new word in the language, and they took to saying
“a Cheneyism” for a plagiarism. I don’t to this day understand
why they made such an extraordinary outcry – it was a good deal
Bierce’s cleverness in setting the key, and a good deal that sort of
state vanity they have, which does not make them do righteous
things to serve the State, but throws them into occasional frenzies
of resentment over a thing that mortifies it. Of course our
vantage was swept utterly away – no use to dream of asking any
moneyed man to back us – we had become a matter of scoffing.
We never have gotten over it, and I could tell you a strange story
of what the incident did to eight years of my life: however, I am
willing to credit that to the fortunes of war; and it is Cheney’s
story I am telling. Prof. Sill and my brother had gone East; the
other friends of the magazine drew a little away, chilled; Cheney
held out for a few days, and then he lay in Berkeley on the verge
of brain fever – he had had it before, had pre-disposition to
it, and always suffered blind and dizzy headaches, and he had
been under an overwhelming strain for a year; and there was I,
sole alone in the office, with not so much as a boy to wrap up a
magazine or send out to order coal, and little visible of all the
“backing up” I had faith in. Well, after a month, Dr. Barrows
said he would take charge of it, and Cheney was hustled with
unconcealed contempt out of it (Dr. Barrows is now a broken the
discredited man himself, justly or unjustly; but then he was the
new idol here, and looked to help every good thing). It did not
break Cheney’s love for the magazine, and he stayed and worked
for it to help on the new arrangement very patiently for a month
or so, in a subordinate way, where his name couldn’t hurt it,
though Dr. Barrows and his manager treated him without much
pretense of consideration as though he ought to be grateful to be
allowed to do that much (it was very necessary service, that they
wouldn’t have got along without). Everybody understood that he
must leave and clear the magazine of himself and his name, and
I don’t believe there were six people in the State outside of his
kin (and they were all but his brother far away) who in any sense
maintained friendship with him. I was puzzled and troubled,
and said as little as possible one way of the other. I had been too
closely, daily and hourly with him for six months not to know
that the man was essentially honest and honorable – sensitively
so, in many respects – and I had not yet learned the ways of his
mind, the limitations of his judgment and training, and a certain
invincible inaccuracy that seemed to have grown out of a lonely,
meditative childhood, well enough to have any thought about
how the thing had happened. So far as I have ever seen, he can
work up a subject accurately, working with notes (he did my
brother’s paper in the Johns Hopkins volume on Co-operation, in
the main) but he is lost when he depends on his memory – thinks
he saw three trees in a grove when it was five; thinks he read
something in Spencer when it was really in some lecture on
Spencer that he heard it; and so everyone could now recall

At this time, among various little services Phelps had left to
him, was the sale of some article belonging to Phelps, a matter
of about $15 if I remember right – perhaps more. Cheney had
taken time and pains to do it, but in the terrible pressure of
his own affairs had not yet remitted the money. Phelps wrote
him no inquiry, but wrote to someone else and learned that it
had been sold, and then wrote to Cheney a note, (which I saw)
somewhat as follows: “Warren Cheney: I learn that you have
sold the counter belonging to me. You will please remit the
money immediately or I shall put the matter into the hands of
a lawyer.” This was absolutely the first word he had received
from Phelps since he left in all amity; and though Phelps was
absolutely discredited in his own mind since then, there had been
no expression of his feeling that, so far as I have ever known,
could possibly have reached Phelps. I do not think he had used
the money, for he enclosed it immediately to New York without
a word, but with Phelps’s own note torn in pieces – rather
undignified, but he was a mere boy. It is the only time I ever saw
him angry in any such way.
He was wretchedly ill all this time, and hovering on the verge of
brain trouble – over in the city working one day, unable to rise,
in Berkeley, another. He and May both went through mental
suffering they have not over the effects of. She had always been
made a sort of baby and pet, but now she suddenly took control
of affairs. She sent him upcountry to make a sale of a large tract
of land on commission – he made enough to cover his debt and
enough over to go to Europe in the very most economical way:
she told him he was to take her to Europe, finished up her last
term’s work at college a month in advance of the class, got the
faculty to give her special examinations, married him and started
off to Europe, leaving word that they could send her diploma
after her, before the sick, bruised, broken boy really knew it. The
regents discussed whether the degree should go to Miss Shepherd
or Mrs. Cheney, and finally gave it to her in her married name. I
think very likely she saved his sanity, tough it was years before
he was really well again, and it has made of sunny-spirited boy
a man at bottom saddened beyond recovery. At Rome, in the
beginning of ’84, their baby was born, and now there are four big,
rosy noisy boys, to whom Cheney is one of the very best fathers I
have ever seen!
When they came back, Bishop Cheney wanted them to stay
in Chicago: but they longed for California. It had been their
dream all through their engagement to have a cottage in Berkeley
and live always under the walls of the university and keep on a
graduate [?] study or so as long as they lived, and have a place
where the undergraduates could come in a homey sort of way,
as they so value doing; and then Warren had also a curious sort
of desire not to be driven away but to outlive it where it had
happened. He is [……] tenacious in a quiet and patient way
about the things he has once attached himself to – California,
Berkeley, the university, literature, the magazine, - it would not
be life to him but exile to give them up. They did not at first
venture back to Berkeley, but tried a country paper; but it was
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pretty futile, and after about two years absence they came back
to Berkeley. Some of the papers remarked that they wondered
he had the impudence to show his face in California again, but
I don’t think they saw that. May’s mother gave her a lot and
money for a cottage and Warren decided to go into the law
practice he had been ready for years before, with anonymous
newspaper work in the intervals. And just here they made
another not ungenerous blunder. They had some college friends,
brother and sisters, living in Berkeley, on whose home – not on
themselves at all – had fallen a gross scandal. No one called at
this house, and they had suffered intensely socially. A few of
their classmates at the time of the outbreak of the scandal, had
refused to make any difference in their behavior, continuing
to visit them informally, not regarding it as calling upon their
mother. It was not from any lightness of feeling about the matter,
but a purely chivalrous sense that the young people were not to
blame, and needed their friends more than ever. May Shepherd,
with the entire approval and cooperation of her mother, who is
unconventional, and her future husband, was one of these few;
and the Walcotts never forgot it and were their closest adherents
in Cheney’s trouble; and when Cheney took the country paper at
Lodi, young Walcott was his partner and lived with them. When
they came to Berkeley, he asked them to be his guests until their
cottage was finished. May had an inadequate idea of the way
it would be taken, her mother made no objection, and she was
herself full of the sense that she could not let the young people
think she held sway from them in any way, and also that people
had no right to thus turn their backs absolutely on the mother
herself for what was a past thing. I don’t think Berkeley is more
cruel or self-righteous than other places: I don’t understand the
standards of any place – in any place I ever knew, one woman
will be received just the same after a scandal, and people only
whisper behind her back, and another will be passed with skirts
drawn aside. In any event, Berkeley people believed more and
worse of this matter than the Cheneys did. No one blamed the
young wife especially: but they blamed Cheney for bringing
her there. They soon found that they were alone in Berkeley:
beyond formal calls, people were disposed to leave them and the
Walcotts to each other. Whatever civilities were extended to Mrs.
May were such as could distinctly exclude her husband, and she
soon refused to receive them. They began to notice that their
letters, which they had taken from the church at leaving, were
not asked for again. They did not clearly understand, however,
until someone asked them to go to a meeting of the favorite local
literary society which everybody is in, and which at the time
pretty much comprised the social life of Berkeley, and kindly put
in their names. By misinformation they were present when they
were to be voted on: and their rather bungling friend came to
them and told them they must withdraw their names, as two of the
leading professors and an academy principal had said they would
vote against them and rise and tell the reason. That was Prof.
Cook (now at Yale) and Prof. Lowison [?] I believe.
The Cheneys are not in the least wanting in pride and dignity, and
of course after that they lived in Berkeley as if in a wilderness.
They both suffered – young creatures beginning their home
in a place they were deeply attached to. The contractor who
built their house had failed, and it had fallen on them to pay
the mechanic’s lien according to the law of the State, so
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Warren was working doubly hard, and there now two babies.
He had never really recovered, and he believed that he should
not live many years, for his brain was constantly threatened
with congestion. But people – ready to sneer at everything he
did – were already talking of the house having been built with
his wife’s money, and he was bitterly sensitive about any hint
that he could not take care of her – so he kept on till he fell
unconscious in the street, and then there had to be an end. He
went to a farm in the country that her mother owned, leaving
her to arrange to follow him. But meanwhile Mrs. May was
planning to take the reins again. She believed she could pay
that lien and provide a better maintenance than the farm. She
planned to start a teacher’s bureau; she came and talked with me
about it, and got introductions and suggestions from me – out of
which grew what has become a very warm regard and friendship
for her; I have been a great deal at her home and known the two
very nearly since. She got the university backing – no one had
anything against her; and she did start the business and favored
by circumstances – made it prosper.
It was a pretty hard dose for Cheney – almost the hardest of all.
His standard of women, drawn from his mother, was that they
stayed at home and made home lovely, and men took the most
chivalrous care of them. He came back from the country and got
some small canvassing work in the city to be beside her, and take
off the edge of her standing alone as much as possible. In time,
he went into it with her, and now he manages it: but it stands
in her name. His might injure it. In time too with her success,
their social ostracism in Berkeley wore off to a great extent. The
Walcotts went away; the Cheneys themselves went and lived
two years in the city, and when they went back to Berkeley, Prof.
Cook went to Yale, and the others for one reason and another (I
said what I could myself) dropped their hostility.
But the stigma has never been lifted from his name. He has
written since a good deal, never under any circumstances offering
something to me for his own behalf in any way, but solely when
he could be of service to the magazine in an emergency. It has
no friend I can call on more freely and unceremoniously to do
anything that will help it and obliterate himself. Do you suppose
you could get time to look over the files of the Overland for the
things signed “Francis E Sheldon” – no, I won’t ask you” I will
send them. I think them unusual. I want you and Mr. Gilder to
read them, and then I want to ask you:
Does it seem to you right that he should be forever closed out
from letters, or even compelled forever to suppress his name as
disgraced because of that one thing, possibly not a conscious
wrong at all? People who do not, I think, care half as much
as I do for any lapse of honor stare at me as if I were excusing
plagiarism when I say so: but I believe with most of them it is
not any horror of the error, but of the row that was made. He
has been condemned and denounced – that is what they feel.
And you might point out to them far grosser plagiarisms than
Cheney’s in the very worst construction if it, in authors who have
managed to face it out and make it succeed – and they would be
flattered to invite them as honored guests next day to the very
club where they had just been blackballing Cheney. People’s
ethical standards bewilder me: there is a judge here in San

Francisco who came downtown furious, wanting to have a silly
young lawyer disbarred because he had come to him and told him
that to decide a certain case in his favor would be a very popular
proceeding in a town where the judge had interests; and the
same judge could see no harm in the grossest deals and briberies
with promises of office in a political campaign. And men I
know who would simply break all acquaintance with a man for
fooling with trust funds, or for a forgery as innocent of any real
purpose of robbery as Ibsen’s Nora’s, will continue an intimacy
with one who has committed infinitely grosser breaches of good
faith toward some woman. I cannot find that my own aversion
toward the idea of the faintest illegitimate help in writing is a
whit the less intense because I cannot see anything but a cruel
injury in what has happened to Cheney: Good heavens, if we are
going to look at it abstractly, where do we draw our line between
legitimate and illegitimate help! We all copy meters, and avail
ourselves of any pretty trick in rhythm we can get. And look at
Emerson’s Brahmin, and I do not know how many other accepted
and unblamed things. What I am trying to say is that the precise
degree of independence of suggestion that our modern literary
morality insists on is not one to be discerned by the natural sense
of honor, - it is largely a conventional standard, and people’s
indulgence or indignation toward breaches of it largely molded
by the ability of the sinner to defy criticism. But think of the
fury, the pitilessness, the relentlessness and completeness of
it in this boy’s case! Why – as I said to Mr. Stedman and to
you yourself: firm in position and reputation, surrounded with
powerful friends, a bitter newspaper onslaught would be a most
painful time (I say be, because such abuse as you received in
the Yosemite matter was so much less and of a less painful sort
that it does not count) – but think of an avalanche of it, to a mere
boy, just defrauded and befooled in a perfectly honorable and
self-sacrificing endeavor – just in the thick of a struggle to come
honestly out of a distressing position and meet debts unjustly his,
and straining his very life to do a public service – obscure and
defenceless – and Phelps, and thousands of other such men, gone
off smiling and successful! Why I know, personally, that Bierce
at the time he set out – apparently in mere cruel wantonness – to
ruin Cheney and break down the magazine – knew the whole
story of Phelps’s and Cheney’s relations, and the position of the
magazine. And Pixley and the Argonaut (which is very positively
believed here to sell its editorial columns systematically on
railroad matters – and you remember what I told you of Pixley’s
conduct in our school campaign) were next among Cheney’s
accusers. Bierce has fought the Overland ever since – you
would think I was doing something wrong in trying to keep up
a magazine. These from the things I had sometimes had to take.
He had to leave me pretty well alone personally – there were
three men whom he did not dare to offend who used to look at
his editorials every week before they were printed and make him
leave me out – men I barely knew at that time. A few insolences
I have had to incur.
Now, I can never do anything directly to put an end to Cheney’s
literary ostracism, or reinstate his name. To print it in the
Overland would be to invite a revival of the now almost forgotten
talk. He has never been satisfied to write under another – he has
a quiet but intense desire to redeem his own name, and make it
one of good repute. Mr. Stedman could do it better than anyone

else, and I wrote him all this and asked him to put Cheney in
his book but I could not get courage to do it – my own editorial
experience has given me such a horror of intrusiveness about
these things, and trying to influence opinions – and put it off from
day to day, and when I did do it he wrote me he would have done
what I asked, but it was too late.
I don’t want to ask The Century to use Warren Cheney’s work
and name – I can’t bring myself to ask a magazine to do anything
for a personal reason; still less would I wish to ask you and Mr.
Gilder to aid in what you may not feel any sympathy with. It
seems to me that one of the world’s cruel injustices has been
enacted, and a man simply tortured and [???] for a minor error,
where grave rogues go scot-free, and that it is a thing worth doing
as a mere matter of human brotherhood to make it let him off
now: but if it seems to you and Mr. Gilder nothing to be done
anything about (I won’t stand by the idioms of that phrase, but it
carries my meaning), why, don’t understand that I have made my
request. I don’t even know that it would be best for Cheney to
have his name signed now in the Century. I don’t know but the
best thing would be to print a volume with his name, and speak
for kindly reviews beforehand of course. I don’t mean in any
such way as to bias the literary judgment of the reviewer, and
especially get a friendly word from Mr. Stedman. But as I said
to Mr. Redding, I only want to put the whole story before you
just as it is, and ask you to do nothing except as your own wish
and judgment dictates. If you feel that in some way you and Mr.
Gilder would be willing to have the Century help to give this
young fellow a chance to redeem his name, it is a minor matter
in what way. I could not let his MS go to you without telling
you that he was that Warren Cheney of whom you have heard;
and I could not in justice to him tell you that without telling you
all. I asked Mr. Stedman to keep my letter intending to ask him
to show it to you, and not take all this time again, but then I felt
as if I would rather address you directly. If you care to see it,
tell him I am perfectly willing, but it is just a repetition of this.
And if you judge best to repeat them, the things I have said about
Phelps are no secrets: I did not wish to complicate Cheney’s case
with Mr. Stedman by raising any question of veracity between
myself and Phelps, and I felt that if I said things against a friend,
Mr. Stedman would have a right to ask the friend his version,
and I did not know what Phelps might say, but I was very sure
it would be utterly unscrupulous, and Mr. Stedman would have
no personal knowledge of me to set against it. I was pretty
sure, too, that Phelps would be revengeful, and believe him to
have newspaper influence in New York, which he might make
the Overland feel, if not myself. You will perceive that I have
a lively dread of newspapers! But I do not wish to make secret
charges against anybody, for fear of consequences, so I leave all I
have said entirely at your own judgment.
Mr. Stedman told me what I wrote was the longest letter he
ever received. I was deeply mortified to have written anyone
the longest letter he ever received, and I insist that neither that
nor this is a letter, but a narrative – a “document,” “Paper,” or
something of that sort. You can pardon it in that light, and I am
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January 1, 2021 Membership Dues become due.

Membership dues for one year at one address are $10; Membership dues for five years at one address are $45.00;
and Membership dues for ten years at one address are $75.00. Your Membership Card gives you FREE tours of
the house when we are able to open again.
Please mail your check to: Mission Peak Heritage Foundation, PO Box 3078, Fremont, CA 94539.
We are always looking for new volunteers besides being a docent and these volunteer opportunities are: Ice Cream
Scooper in July, Pumpkin Judge in October, Gift Shop Shopper, Wreath maker in November, House cleaner
anytime, flyer distributor during special events, Letter writer sending thank you notes and requesting information,
Gardener, Gift Shop Salesperson, Ticket Seller for special events, Christmas decorator, Researcher, Advertiser,
Booth tender and seller during special events, Photographer (besides Gerry Mooney), and Help in the Library.
Our newsletters are put onto our website “www.missionpeakreporter.org”.
NAME:
STREET ADDRESS:
CITY/STATE/ZIP:
PHONE:
EMAIL:
Please consider receiving the newsletter by email rather than mailing it through the post office.
EMAIL ONLY

POSTAL MAIL ONLY

Mission Peak Heritage Foundation
P.O. Box 3078
Fremont, CA 94539
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